GB 106: A “Diﬃcult” Stamp
The late-Victorian set from Great Britain first
caught my eye because of the unusual shape of
the design for the 1 1/2d stamp (GB 99, right). It’s
not a rectangle, a square, a circle or even an oval.
Instead it’s sort of a badge — narrow at the base,
wide at the top in a semi-triangular way. Get it?
The set was printed in 1883 and 1884, the
46th and 47th year of Queen Victoria’s reign (she
still had 18 years to go). Her profile looks the same
as on GB No. 1, the Penny Black, in 1840
(see left). Apparently age does not wither,
etc. … Semper Victoria!
At first glance, the set looks
undistinguished — though it is pricey. (Mine
This is NOT GB 106; it is GB 99. To find
is illustrated below.) For one thing, the colors GB 106, read on; by the way, these are
Scott catalogue numbers; the Stanley
are faded. The Scott catalogue places a
premium on “good color,” and notes: “Faded Gibbons number for the 9d is 195.
copies sell for much less.” One wonders:
How bright were these colors to begin with? My guess is may have been
considered fashionable in late-Victorian 1883 to be sort of faded and wan. The 1
1/2d is a dusty lilac, while the 2 1/2d is an even dustier lilac; the 6d (second row
left) is such a light shade of green as to be self-eﬀacing. My example of the

green 4d (second row, third from left) may be so faded as to qualify as less than
fine — or maybe it’s just the heavy cancellations that obliterate the image.
On closer examination, other unusual shapes emerge. The 5d is the same
“badge” design as the 1 1/2d above it, only in light green. The 3d and 1 shilling
designs are a modified lozenge or rhombus. There are four horizontal stamps —
the 2d and the 6d feature white value columns on either side of the portrait,
while in the 2 1/2d and 9d, the value tablets are small squares on either side of a
round frame. Are you still with me? Hello?
Transport yourself for a moment back to England in 1883-4, when these
stamps came out. Since 1840, every stamp was the same design and format —
a profile portrait of Victoria in a rectangular frame. Now, though the portrait is the
same, these novel frames appear. The colors are … tastefully subdued, dignified
as befits the mother country of a global empire. As for the shapes … they feel
kind of up-to-date for 1883. Long live the Queen and all, but let’s do keep up.
These stamps are for the times — stately, with a modern touch. On with the
show!
(Weedy note: This would be the last GB set of stamps with letters in all
four corners. For some reason, up to now it was considered necessary or useful
to know exactly which place each stamp occupied in the sheet; hence the
letters.)
Now, back to that 9d stamp. You’ll notice in the picture of my set (above)
that it’s the one stamp I don’t have. That’s because it’s hideously rare and
expensive — a “diﬃcult”
stamp, as one trader put it.
Here’s a superb example of
GB 106 from the internet, mint
never hinged (left). Look at the
asking price! Lesser examples
are more aﬀordable, if by
“aﬀordable” you mean “only”
a few hundred bucks. The
current catalogue value for the
9d, cancelled, is 480 pounds
($644.76). I wouldn’t dream of
appropriating such a sum
from my Chancellor of the
Exchequer (that’s wife Chris).
Over the years, I occasionally
would page past the set in my album, linger over it, admire the shapes, absorb
the faint colors, and feel a longing to fill that missing space with the “diﬃcult” 9d
stamp. (Sigh)
Imagine my surprise recently when I stumbled upon a cache of 9d stamps
selling online for between 43 pounds and 95 pounds!

Was I
dreaming? No! All
of a sudden one
of my stamp sites
(hipstamp.com)
invited me to
browse through
“one million
stamps” for sale.
I figured in that
sea of philately,
surely a few
examples of GB
106 would float by. It took a while to navigate (GB, Victoria, catalogue number),
but eventually I sighted them. There were three examples selling for less than
100 pounds. I transferred them to my “watch” list, then did some close
observation, and deep thinking.
The two cheaper examples had
problems that would put oﬀ most
collectors. The main defect I could see
was short or missing perforations,
normally a deal-killer for a stamp. In this
case, because of the rarity of the
“diﬃcult” stamp, I still considered it. But
geez — to pay 43 quid for a damaged
stamp? Think about it.

In the example above I see a bit of toning (yellow
age spot) along the top; also, look at the jagged,
cut-oﬀ perforations on the left side, just below
the center.
The example at left is presented upside down
because, the seller explains, the watermark is
inverted. (That’s a conversation for another day.)
More to the point, look at the upper right corner
of the image. See the short, stubby perforations?
Ouch!

The third option (right) is
something else. Described by the
seller as “fine,” it has intact
perforations, good color, and the
centering is decent. There’s a heavy
cancel — unsightly. Oh well. The
stamp is undamaged, as far as I can
tell.
I must have picked the right
time to bring up the matter with Chris.
I explained that I found what I want
for Christmas, and it costs $100.
What? A stamp. Resigned shrug. OK.
What a wife!
I was ready and willing to say more, and went on to explain what the
stamp was, admitting that it seemed kind of loopy to be spending this sort of
money on a faded old stamp. I showed her a picture. But what’s the use? She
looked up at me like Lt. Tragg looking at Perry Mason. Totally unimpressed.
Uncomprehending. Just not interested. Oh well. I was ready to plunge on.
Turns out 95 pounds is a lot more than $100. Since the seller was
accepting oﬀers, I put in a bid for 80 pounds — about $107. I didn’t have long to
wait for my answer: Oﬀer accepted! The
stamp was mine. Wow! What a thrill.
The penultimate chapter (well, paragraph)
of this story involves postage. When I found
out the seller was charging 9 pounds for
mailing, I just about flipped my hinges. The
shipper was listed as “UK Royal Mail Airsure
International.” Never heard of it. ** I shot the
seller a couple of notes (see below left)
asking for a more reasonable rate.

** I found this online:
Airsure, Royal Mail's
international express
service, has extended its
global reach and can now be
used to send items to some of
the most popular countries for
international mail posted in
the UK, such as Republic of

Ireland, France, Germany and the USA.

Here is the seller’s response to my inquiry about mailing costs:

• Please let me explain, anything up to £50.00 in value
costs £6.50 ish anything over £50.00 cost any extra
£2.50 hence total of £9.00 I have had a few go missing
abroad so I have to insure them for their selling cost, it is
plainly stated on the item selling page.Regards Daryl
Already I was fretting about the delay, worried that the stamp might be
delayed in the mail, arriving after we’ve left for Florida, then getting forwarded —
or not — or getting otherwise sidelined or lost in transit. I was quick to send a
reply this morning:
Thanks for your note. Your payment is coming now. Best, FMF
Daryl replied:

• Many thanks for payment and understanding, I will post
with tracking number tomorrow (Tuesday) Regards Daryl
Parenthetical comment: (The deal that got away)
NOTE TO PHILATELISTS ONLY: A
story about a deal that got away may be
even too weed-y for some of you. This
collector is always on the hunt for a good
deal, then a better deal, and finally the
irresistible deal. When I first saw GB 106 in
Hipstamp, selling for $99.50, I got excited.
A stamp priced at $700+, selling for under
$100? By the time I’d thought it through and
checked with Chris, I couldn’t find it any
longer! Had it been bought? I kept looking,
and found another decent example selling
for 95 pounds (about $127). The seller
accepted my offer of 80 pounds ($107). Not
bad. After the deal was sealed, what should
reappear in an email but the same GB 106,
still selling for $99.50. The heavy cancel was slightly prettier than my fine example. My color was better,
but the other was a few bucks cheaper. Go figure. All this calculation is part of the delightful arcana of
stamp-collecting. Hunting and bidding and bargaining, juggling options, losing track and finding your way,
making decisions, second-guessing and coming out with something of value in the end — it’s what makes
philately such phascinating phun.

Epilogue
Turns out there was no reason to worry about
timing. The envelope from England arrived in
good order in just a week. There wasn’t any
interesting stamp on the Airsure cover, alas —
just a printout “stamp” like those in increasing
use these days. I guess I’ll save it anyway as a
kind of oddity. (It looks like the mailing charge
was a hefty L9.35, even more than I sent to
cover shipping and handling.
The accompanying images show the
stamp, and me adding the stamp to my
collection, filling the empty space on my
Minkus album page
to complete the set.
Ahh!
OK, the stamp
may look just as boring in the philatelic flesh as in the
picture. Or should I say, just as stunning! When you
desire something intensely, the desired object takes
on a special sheen, doesn’t it?

The example above is available
online for $496.13; I admit it’s a
nicer stamp than mine — but not by
much. The stamp below sells for
just $125, but that’s still more than I
paid, and isn’t it distressingly
faded?

Just for
kicks, as a
postpurchase
exercise, I
This extraordinary set, described as mint but “average”
went back
quality, is oﬀered online for about $717.
online to see
if there were
any better bargains I missed. (See the results in the
accompanying images.) This sort of exercise has no
real purpose, and is as likely to cause regret as
satisfaction. Isn’t it one of Murphy’s Laws of Philately
that as soon as you buy a stamp, you find a cheaper
offer? So far, however, it still seems like I got a pretty
good deal, don’t you think?

THE FMF STAMP PROJECT CONTINUES

